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Abstract
Low field methyl tunnelling spectra of dimethyl sulphide
have been measured using field cycling NMR and indicate
the existence of two distinct methyl groups with tunnel.
frequencies of 100kHz and 750kHz. Spectra show a significant broadening of the Larmor peak at those fields at
which the Larmor and tunnel frequencies are equal. These
are resonances between the rotational and spin dynamics
of the methyl groups. An associated" change in the intensity and position of the 100kHz sidebands suggests that
methyl group coupling may be responsible for these effects. Narrow 100kHz sidebands are restored by irradiating with an external RF field of this frequency which we
suggest is due to decoupling of the rotor pairs. Measurements on partially deuterated dimethyl suphide show that
the coupling cannot be intra-molecular.

1

Introduction

The methyl group tunnel frequency wt depends on the
height of the potential barrier hindering rotation due to
the molecular environment. Three stationary states are
distributed equally in three potential wells and form an
energy singlet and doublet split by ftwt. Excitations consist of a superposition of a pair of eigenfunctions to form
a partially localised wavepacket which rotates in a definite sense at a frequency given by the energy splitting,
ie ±wt or 0. With the aid of external fields the rotation
frequency of a wavepacket can be changed by exerting a
rotational impulse her. The rotation frequency is then determined by the difference between two of the three values (2w</3)cos(cr + 2mr/3) n = 0,1,-1. The effect of
the impulse is therefore observed as a change in the tunnelling spectrum. When nuclear spin is taken into account
the wavepackets are further characterised by the difference
Am of the magnetic quantum numbers of the two components. Am may be 0, ±1 or ±2.
Angular momentum may be imparted to the methyl
group through the dipole-dipole interaction, which may be
modulated by external magnetic fields. This is the inverse
of rotationally induced spin lattice relaxation. Shifted rotation frequencies manifest themselves in a lowfieldNMR,
spectrum as a broadening of the Larmor peak and a broadening and displacement of tunnel sidebands. Evidence of
this has already been observed in the low field spectra of

methyl malonic acid [1] at thosefieldsat which the proton
Larmor frequency uj, = wt or wt/2. Normally non-secular
parts of the dipole-dipole interaction then become secular and cause dipolar broadening. Level anti-crossings occur at these fields and wavepackets followed through the
resonance change character. On one side a wavepacket
may have Am = 1 and be rotating at frequency 0 and
on the other side have Am = 0 and rotate at u%. The
transfer of rotational and spin angular momentum which
occurs incoherently in spin lattice relaxation can thus be
followed coherently. In the vicinity of the resonance the
wavepacket is therefore expected to be particularly susceptible to frequency change. We report a study of tunnelling
spectroscopy in dimethyl sulphide near level anti-crossings
and experiencing various oscillating fields.
Dimethyl sulphide has two tunnel frequencies. Double
sideband irradiation [2] experiments recorded a tunnel frequency of 95±5kHz. Spin-lattice relaxation measurements
predicted a second tunnel frequency of about 750kHz, according to the thermometer model [3]. Field cycling experiments found both tunnel frequencies directly [4]. Thus
in dimethyl sulphide the possibility arises for a coupling
of the methyl groups especially at fields where different
combinations of Larmor and tunnel frequencies are approximately matched. Mechanical coupling of the pair of
methyl groups within the molecule was suggested in [2]
and [4] to explain the width of the T\ minimum and the
anomalous intensity effects in the field cycling spectra.

Low field spectroscopy
dimethyl sulphide

of

The lowfieldspectrum of dimethyl sulphide, assuming for
the moment that the methyl groups are uncoupled, is de-.
termined from the Hamiltonians of the individual methyl ^
groups in the magnetic field.
- HR
Hz represents the Zeeman interaction, Hdd
methyl group dipole-dipole interaction and HR the
nelling interaction. The Hamiltonian can be expres
as an 8 x 8 matrix in a representation of localised state||
\xyz > where i , y and z are the spin states, a or /?, at ,,
proton sites which are defined by the hindering P°ten.*|
[1]. The protons themselves are each equally ditbufr
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between the three sites satisfying proton indistinguishabilitj. In this represenoation the matrix elements cf the
tunnelling interaction reflect the balance of clockwise and
anti-clockwise rotation of an undriven methyl group.
< xyz\HR\zxy >=< zxy\HR\xyz >= A

A(3/2)

(2)

A is the overlap integral between states localised in neighbouring wells of the three-fold hindering potential.
Away from the anti-crossings the methyl group eigenstates are linear combinations of the localised states and
are the delocalised representations of the Cz symmetry
group,
1

[\xyz>

+

exp(t2irn/3)\zxy

(3)
(4)

^(-3/2)

where n = 0 for an A-state and n = ±1 for Ea and £&
states. Temporarily ignoring the dipole-dipole interaction,
these symmetrised states have energies

A(-3/2)

E{\, m) = u>Lm - 2A cos(2;rn/3)

(5)

18

B(mT)

Figure 1: Energy levels of dimethyl sulphide in a magnetic
field showing resonances between tunnelling motion and
spin dynamics as level anti-crossings at 1.2, 2.4 ,8.8 and
17.6mT

where OIL is the Larmor frequency and m is the spin component of \xyz > in the direction of the magnetic field.
Mixtures of these eigenstates are partially localised, rotating wavepackets which have energies resulting from the
differences between the rotational and magnetic energies
of the component states E(Xi,rm) — E(Xj ,mj). Magnetic
Reld(mT)
and rotational wavepacket energies add when the Larmor
precession and the rotation have the same sense and they
subtract when these senses are opposite.
The exact eigenstates and eigenvalues of the methyl
15-; '1:-.
' group in the magnetic field are calculated numerically by
:"'diagonalising
H.
The
field
dependence
of
the
energy
levels
;
Mis shown in figure 1. The level anti-crossings can be seen
^ . 1.2 and 2.4mT for the 100kHz methl group and 8.8 and
10|17.6mT for the .750kHz rotor, where the A and E symmetry states reflect off each other and exchange symmedue to the finite non-secular parts of the intra-methyl
1
dipole-dipole interaction.
5 -•
.?• .:•?" , v *
a energy levels diagram of figure 1 can be transformed
1
diagram of energy differences, or wavepacket ener|..as shown in figure 2 from which frequency spectra at
magnetic fields can be predicted by taking hor0
S~=r
sections. In this way the level anti-crossings are
600
800
200
400
1000
manifest themselves as resonant motional broadFrequency(kHz)
M the Larmor peak. Symmetry mixing at the
sings results in stationary wavepackets with en- Figure 2: Field/frequency plane of dimethyl sulphide
Pjroportional to u>£ evolving into rotating wavepackets showing resonant broadening of the Larmor peak at the
~"Tgy Proportional to wfc (x to y in figure 2). This level anti-crossings, notably at 9mT and 18mT
he ability of the non-secular parts of the dipoleraction for converting spin angular momentum
•tional angular momentum of the methyl group.
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Low field, field cycling experiments

Measuring magnetisation at low field using a Faraday law
detector results in poor signal to noise. Thus in order to
measure a low field frequency spectrum either a different
type of detector [5] or a different technique such as field
cycling must be employed. Field cycling has been used
in this investigation. Each cycle of the experiment begins with the preparation of a standard magnetisation by
destroying all magnetisation with a train of 90° pulses followed by the preparation period of 20 seconds in a field
of 0.6T, The field is then switched rapidly in about 2 seconds to the chosen magnetic field where the initial magnetisation is destroyed by spin-lattice relaxation by an
amount proportional to the relaxation, rate T{~ and the
time at low field, 15 seconds. Anomalously rapid relaxation can be stimulated by an external RF field of scanning frequency / if this frequency matches the characteristic wavepacket frequencies infigure2 and can therefore
excite these wavepackets. The remnant magnetisation is
measured by a single 90° pulse after a rapid field switch
to 0.6T. The cycle is repeated increasing / each time, producing a frequency spectrum which is a flat plateau in
which holes are drilled where f is equal to the frequencies
predicted in figure 2. These spectra are inverted to give
peaks for presentation.
A slightly more complicated experiment entails the application of a second RF field of fixed frequency fsU at
low field , which is applied on the same coils as the scanningfieldin an alternating sequence of short bursts of 0.5
seconds of each field. This is a stirring experiment which
may affect the intensity of spectral peaks by depopulating
energy levels and enhancing transitions which would otherwise become suppressed as the populations of the initial
and final states become equal [6].

4

Sample preparation

Dimethyl sulphide was obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company and was used in an unsealed sample tube.
The deuterated sample was prepared in the Chemistry Department by mixing aqueous solutions of CHzS~ No. and
CD2I as outlined in [7]. It was also used in an unsealed
sample tube.

5

Low field frequency spectra of
dimethyl sulphide

A typical low field spectrum of dimethyl sulphide, measured at 3.5rnT, is shown in figure 3 and it is in excellent
agreement with the corresponding slice through figure 2,
indicated by the broken line. The Larmor peak occurs at
175kHz indicating a true magnetic field of 4.1mT and the
Am = 2 version of this peak occurs at 350kHz. These are
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Figure 3: Frequency spectrum of dimethyl sulphide
mesaured at 3.5mT
labelled 1 and 2 respectively. They are each flanked by a
pair of 100kHz sidebands (labelled 1± and 2±) and also
by a pair of 750kHz sidebands (labelled 1± and 2±). Since
the Larmor frequency is much smaller than the larger tunnel frequency, the reflected low frequency sidebands give
rise to a 750kHz spectrum which appears as a Am = 0
peak split into five peaks, each separated by the Larmor
frequency.
Frequency spectra of dimethyl sulphide have been measured at many magneticfieldsup to 35mT and a selection
of these are shown infigure4. The spectra are aligned by
their Larmor peaks and only the frequency range incorporating the 100kHz sidebands is covered. Away from the
level anti-crossings of the 750kHz rotor, that is below 7mT,
between 10 and 14mT, and above 20mT, the Larmor peak
and sidebands are well defined and reasonably symmetrical. However in the vicinity of the level anti-crossings,
between 7 and lOmT and between 14 and 20mT, this discrete structure is lost as the Larmor peak broadens, the
low frequency sideband virtually disappears and the high
frequency sideband is poorly defined. Where a frequency
separation of the Larmor peak and a sideband can be determined it is apparent that rotation frequency of these
wavepackets is less 100kHz and is sometimes as small a?

70kHz.

.1

Although these effects occur at the level anti-crossing
of the 750kHz rotor, the field range over which they occ^
and the extent of the frequency broadening are too gre^
for them to be explained by dipolar broadening alone. Ful
thermore the the dramatic change in the sideband mtei
sity and frequency is not predicted by the dipole-dipole"
teraction. That it is the 100kHz spectrum which is so pr'
foundly affected by the level anti-crossings of the 750K
rotor suggests that these spectra may be evidence of sp
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coupling between the 100kHz and 750kHz rotors.
The 100kHz sidebands can be restored in a stirring experiment with an external RF field with a stirring frequency of 100kHz, as shown in the spectra in figure 5. It
appears that stirring at 100kHz drives rotation of methyl
wavepackets at this frequency and therefore prevents coupling which has been seen to modify this frequency, as
shown in figure 4.
In order to probe the methyl group coupling a partially deuterated sample of dimethyl sulphide, in which
one methyl group per molecule is fully deuterated, was
investigated. Figure 6 shows a low field spectrum of the
deuterated sample measured at 4mT which is very similar
to the spectrum of the fully protonated sample shown in
figure 3, one difference being the increase in the large tunnel frequency from 750kHz to 780kHz. Field dependent
spectra of the deuterated sample covering the frequency
range which incorporates the Larmor peak and the 100kHz
sidebands are shown in figure 7 and they too are almost
identical to the spectra from the fully protonated sample of figure 4. It therefore appears that the coupling of
protonated rotors persists in the deuterated sample, suggesting that the packing of the molecules in the solid regarding the relative positions of protonated and deuterated methyl groups is random. Deuteration reduces the
number of coupled protonated rotors and slightly distorts
the packing of the molecules, decreasing the magnitude
of the hindering potential of the 750kHz rotor which becomes 780kHz rotor. These spectra indicate clearly that
the anti-crossing effects cannot arise from intra-molecular
methyl group coupling since each molecule has a protonated and a deuterated methyl group. One new feature of
these spectra which may arise from coupling of protonated
and deuterated rotors is a small, sharp, field independent
peak at 200kHz which is indicated by a V in figure 7.

6

• •"?• y 'A 5

Discussion - Coupled rotating
wavepackets

Tunnelling of small molecular rotors like CH3, CH4 and
NHf is generally single particle in character. Few examI
ples exist,of coupled tunnelling of rotors (see [8] and referI
V
I
ences therein) perhaps the most notable example being of
I
coupled methyl groups in lithium acetate [9]. In both of
coz-1OO
co'z ©2+100
these papers the coupling of methyl groups is mechanical,
FREQUENCY/kHz
being propagated by the modulation of the hindering po4: Field dependence of the Larmor peak and the tential which has the three-fold symmetry of the individual methyl groups. The coupled states of the system are a
direct product of the symmetrised eigenstates of each rotor. Lithium acetate has weakly hindered methyl groups,
the tunnelling spectrum of the coupled system has been
observed using neutron scattering, and it is thought that
such a coupling is unlikely to be observable in strongly hindered methyl groups, although the computational method
in [8] has been extended to consider such systems.
This kind of coupling is in stark contrast to that seen
i '."
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Figure 6: Frequency spectrum of partially deuterated
dimethyl sulphide mesaured at 4mT
in dimethyl sulphide. An analysis in terms of uncoupled
rotors was pursued in previous sections because first, the
coupling only occurs at those magnetic fields corresponding to level anti-crossings and secondly, the form of the
spectra indicate that the coupled states are not simple
products, with three-fold symmetry, of the eigenstates of
the individual rotors. Furthermore, these methyl groups
are very strongly hindered in comparison with the methyl
groups in lithium acetate.
It is noted from figure 2 that at the level anti-crossings
there is a matching of the frequencies associated with
the rotational and magnetic evolution of the states of
the 100kHz and 750kHz rotors. If the stable states of
the methyl groups at these magnetic fields are rotating
wavepackets then the frequency of evolution of the spins
on each proton site is modulated by the rotation in a way
that depends upon the composition bf the wavepacket.
For example a coherent mixture of A and Ea states with
the same spin quantum number is a partially localised
wavepacket, which precesses clockwise at the tunnel frequency and consequently modulates the longitudinal comG)z-100
ponent of the spins at this frequency. A similar mixed
"FREQUENCY/kHz
symmetry state, but composed of states with spin quanne
turn numbers differing by unity modulates the transverse
Figure 5: Stirred spectra of dimethyl sulphide showing '
component of the spin states at each proton site at a frequency equal to the Larmor frequency plus or minus the
restoration of the 100kHz sidebands
tunnel frequency, depending on whether the rotation and
Larmor precession have the same or opposite senses. Thus,
providing the proton sites of the two methyl groups arft
close enough together, the rotational motions may be
pled by the spin dynamics and angular momentum may
transferred between the groups. This results in an imb
ance of clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation, the unic l u
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tunnel frequency being replaced by a pair of discrete rotation frequencies. A reduced rotation frequency is clearly
observed infigure4.
Taken as evidence not only of coupled methyl groups
but also for rotating wavepackets at 4K, these results are
very significant. The wavepackets do not have three-fold
symmetry which throughout the history of methyl dynamics has wrongly been regarded as an essential prerequisite
for satisfying the indistinguishabilty of the methyl protons
(e.g. [10]). Each basis function \xyz > accomodates proton indistinguishability since each proton has an equal amplitude at each proton site and therefore any combinations
of these functions, ranging from delocalised states which
ressemble spin symmetry species to completely localised
functions, satisfy proton indistinguishability requirements.
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